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The advantages of STRATOS® fiber ropes are numerous. Lighter weight and more 
ergonomic design results in shorter assembly times and an increase in productivity  
and economy of timber harvesting. Extensive research and our specialist expertise  
allow us to provide our customers with the latest innovations in rope technology.

  BENEFITS OF STRATOS® FIBER ROPES  

Less weight: STRATOS® is around 80 % lighter than a comparable 

steel wire rope. STRATOS® Extension can easily be both carried and 

prepared for assembly by only one person. With steel ropes at least 

three persons are required.

Ergonomic work: The reduction in weight means that considerably 

less load is exerted on the body, especially on the spinal discs. 

Physical injury (e.g. by protruding steel wires), physical stress 

and fatigue are markedly reduced resulting in your workforce’s 

productivity raising.

More timber: Due to a substantial reduction in weight several work 

steps can be made at the same time. Only one person is needed 

for dragging the rope uphil l. The once hard work of pull ing up or 

carrying ropes has now been reduced or even fully eliminated.

YOUR BENEFITS
STRATOS®

Caution!
It is important to have sufficient cutting depth!

Easy to carry. 40 m STRATOS®  
Extension weights max. 21 kg/46 lbs

Easy assembly. Fabric end loop is  
not required for STRATOS® Extension
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STRATOS® – Less Weight. More timber. Logging with tower yarders plays a decisive role
in forestry. Until now, steel wire ropes were used for this purpose. STRATOS® heralds a
new logging era.

ANCHOR, EXTENSION, 
SUPPORT, MOUNTING

STRATOS®

ROPE LAYOUT WITH YARDER

The following figure provides a color-highlighted view of those ropes that  
TEUFELBERGER offers as fiber ropes for yarder-assisted timber harvests.

Schematic diagram of STRATOS® EXTENSION

Skyline extension
STRATOS® Extension

Auxil iary rope

Toggle

Available as fiber rope

STRATOS® Anchor

STRATOS® Extension

STRATOS® Mounting 

STRATOS® Support 

ATTENTION
As a rope supplier, our rope recommendations are non-binding  
experience values. Please pay attention to the special characteris-
tics of your installation. Contact us so that we can find the optimal 
rope for you. Subject to alteration.

 

 WARNING 
The use of ropes can be dangerous. Due to the nature of work within the forestry industry it is 
impossible to exclude the danger of personal injury. Our products may only be used for the purpose 
they are designed for. They may, additionally, only be used by trained staff in order to avoid rope 
overloading, incorrect fastening, ropes being cut through sharp edges and excessive heat impact. 
Please also pay attention to the product description enclosed with the products, and inspections 
stipulated in the log book. 
STRATOS® is a registered trademark of TEUFELBERGER. Dyneema® is a brand of DSM.
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   STRATOS® EXTENSION  

The safe anchoring of skyline ropes for long-distance ropeways and yarders is a necessary 

but time-consuming and labor-intensive procedure. STRATOS® Extension makes it possible to 

carry this out in a much more economic and ergonomic way. Skyline extensions are frequently 

exposed to tensile and friction loads. The patented STRATOS® Extension core-mantle rope 

satisfies these demands and ensures a long, worry-free service l ife.

   STRATOS® ANCHOR  

STRATOS® Anchor is the texti le guyline for yarders and carriages. The unique rope 

construction features a high-density sheath made of abrasion- and UV resistant  

polyester. The rope’s core is made from high-strength Dyneema® fibers for the 

best possible tensile strengths, while weight is kept at a minimum.

Lengths: 40, 50 and 60 m 
Supplied on wooden spool with two stainless steel cable eye stiffeners  
including splice and highly-resistant splice protection made from Dyneema®.

*Other diameters upon request. 
Lengths: standard lengths 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85 m -  
Special lengths can be made on request.

Toggling of STRATOS® Extension:
tracer threads show no torsion

Anchored yarder
with STRATOS® Anchor

Installation of end bond
of STRATOS® Extension

Definition Core-Ø
[mm]

Rope-Ø
[mm]*

Weight
[g/m]

MBS1

[kN]

STRATOS® Anchor 16 20 240 280

STRATOS® Anchor 18 22 289 355

STRATOS® Anchor 22 26 383 505

Definition Core-Ø
[mm]

Rope-Ø
[mm]*

Weight
[g/m]

MBS1

[kN]

STRATOS® Extension 18 23 323 355

STRATOS® Extension 20 25 355 440

STRATOS® Extension 24 29 517 550

1 Minimum system breaking load of rope without end termination
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   STRATOS® SUPPORT  

STRATOS® Support facilitates the stabilisation of supporting trees along long-distance rope-

ways. Due to its minimum weight and special spanning loops, easy installation is made possible 

and assembly time is shortened. A transportation bag guarantees safe transport of the rope 

and helps to reduce damage caused by abrasion.

   STRATOS® MOUNTING  

The assembling rope Stratos® Mounting facil itates the installation of steel wire ropes along 

long-distance ropeways. Thanks to the Dyneema® core-sheath construction,  

a significantly higher tensile strength can be realized, size for size, when  

compared to common fiber ropes. 

   STRATOS® MOUNTING LIGHT NG 

The tightly braided Dyneema® fiber makes Mounting light NG extremely resistant to  

abrasion and UV. The advantages of this rope are high breaking loads, low weight,  

very good spliceabil ity, and low investment costs.     

Supplied on rings, with two stainless steel cable eye stiffeners including splice.

Optional, transportation bag and protection covers for spanning loops (for 10 loops) can

be ordered. To ensure technical functioning of Stratos® Support a protection rope is

obligatory (Protection rope 3 m).

Shackles are not included in delivery.

Spanning loops with optional  
protection covers for Stratos® Support

Assembly
STRATOS® Support

Transportation bag
to protect STRATOS® Support

Definition Rope-Ø
[mm]*

Weight
[g/m]

MBS1

[kN]
Spanning Loops 

[kN]

Rope 14 125 85 20

Protection rope 14 580 (total) k.A. 20

Definition Rope-Ø
[mm]*

Weight
[g/m]

MBS1

[kN]

STRATOS® Mounting 9.5 65 35

Fixation 14 580 (total) k.A.

Definition Rope-Ø
[mm]*

Weight
[g/m]

MBS1

[kN]

Mounting Light NG 5 19 40

Mounting Light NG 6 26 50

Mounting Light NG 7 36 70

Mounting Light NG 8 49 90

1 Minimum system breaking load of rope without end termination
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Definition Rope-Ø
[mm]*

Core-Ø
[mm]

Weight
[g/m]

MBS1

[kN]

STRATOS® Winch Pro 8 6 44 50

STRATOS® Winch Pro 10.5 8 72 90

STRATOS® Winch Pro 12 10 96 115

STRATOS® Winch Pro 13 11 124 135

STRATOS® Winch Pro 15 12 151 180

STRATOS® Winch Pro 17 14 188 235

STRATOS® Winch Pro 20 16 224 280

STRATOS® Winch Pro 23 18 301 355

   STRATOS® WINCH PRO 

Made of Dyneema®, the STRATOS® Winch Pro kernmantle rope is TEUFELBERGER‘s winch 

rope for demanding winching operations. Its tightly braided Dyneema® cover protects the load-

bearing Dyneema® fibers of its core against abrasion, ingress of dirt, and chafing, increasing 

the rope‘s service life by severalfold. When used correctly, this proven rope will last 

longer than any similar strength steel rope.

Load-bearing  
Dyneema® 
fibers in the core

Tightly braided  
Dyneema® cover

WINCH ROPES
STRATOS® WINCH PRO

1  Minimum system breaking load of rope  
without end termination
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   STRATOS® WINCH LIGHT  

STRATOS® Winch Light – an economy option for your forest winches. In addition to the 

highly abrasion-resistant STRATOS® Winch Pro, TEUFELBERGER now offers this cover-less 

rope. STRATOS® Winch Light consists of 12-strand braided Dyneema®. You can choose from 

two categories: ‚Standard Construction‘ (S) and ‚Highly Compact‘ (H). The highly 

compact winch rope type delivers maximum rope length and breaking strength in 

combination with excellent resistance to abrasion.

* The two categories allow you to choose the rope 
from TEUFELBERGER‘s product range that best 
meets your needs:  
S = Standard Construction, H = Highly Compact

Definition Rope-Ø
[mm]*

Weight
[g/m]

MBS1

[kN]

STRATOS® Winch Light H 5 19 40

STRATOS® Winch Light H 6 26 50

STRATOS® Winch Light H 7 36 70

STRATOS® Winch Light H 8 49 90

STRATOS® Winch Light H 10 64 115

STRATOS® Winch Light H 11 76 135

STRATOS® Winch Light H 12 100 180

STRATOS® Winch Light H 14 125 235

STRATOS® Winch Light H 15 146 250

STRATOS® Winch Light H 16 156 280

STRATOS® Winch Light H 18 199 355

STRATOS® Winch Light H 20 209 440

STRATOS® Winch Light H 22 260 505

STRATOS® Winch Light H 24 329 550

Definition Rope-Ø
[mm]*

Weight
[g/m]

MBS1

[kN]

STRATOS® Winch Light S 5 15 21

STRATOS® Winch Light S 6 20 35

STRATOS® Winch Light S 7 27 43

STRATOS® Winch Light S 8 34 55

STRATOS® Winch Light S 9 44 72

STRATOS® Winch Light S 10 54 85

STRATOS® Winch Light S 11 65 107

STRATOS® Winch Light S 12 76 125

STRATOS® Winch Light S 14 107 160

STRATOS® Winch Light S 16 144 220

WINCH ROPES
STRATOS® WINCH LIGHT

1 Minimum system breaking load of rope without end termination
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END BONDS
STRATOS®

   STRATOS®  VGE WINCH PRO END BONDS 

The patented VGE Winch Pro End Bond is specifically designed for use with the STRATOS® Winch Pro rope thus maintaining the integrity of 

the ropes protective cover even at the end where high stress is generated by twitch hooks. STRATOS® VGE Winch Pro End Bond includes 

a connection for choker chains or choker ropes. The straight-line pull on the winch rope, generated as a result of this feature, keeps your 

STRATOS® Winch Pro from being pushed off by the twitch hooks. Thus be sure to use this connection feature in your winching operations in 

order to ensure the long service life of your STRATOS® Winch Pro. Note, you yourself can grout the STRATOS® VGE Winch Pro without much 

effort. Bonding resin and inner cones are available as single components.

   STRATOS®  SPLICE END BONDS 

This patented Splice End Bond permits fast on-site repairs suited for heavy-duty use with 

twitch hooks. Having spliced STRATOS® Winch Pro or STRATOS® Winch Light, you can resume 

your work in no time at all. The STRATOS® Splice End Bond is suited for STRATOS® winch 

ropes of all diameters. 

Total weight: 1.3 kg, suited for use with all types of STRATOS® Winch Pro  

and STRATOS® Winch Light.

   STRATOS®  ROPE PUCK 

The unique design of our new STRATOS® Rope Puck brings significant advantages for 

heavyduty use in forests. The main advantages are l ight-weight design, a large bend radius  

for a long winch rope life and a deeper rope guide for zero-squeeze hook travel.

Suited for use with STRATOS® Winch Pro and STRATOS® Winch Light.

Total weight: 0.5 kg, diameter: 100 mm, width: 80 mm

Possible 
Combinations

Rope Diameter of STRATOS® Winch Pro in mm

8 10 12 13 15 17 20 23

Chain lug 7er & 8er chain x x x x x

Chain lug 10er chain x x x

Steel wire rope up to 11 mm x x x x x

Steel wire rope up to 14 mm x x x



COMPONENT
COMBINATIONS

STRATOS®

STRATOS® Winch
Light with Choker
Chains: STRATOS®

Winch Light with two
STRATOS® Easyglide
twitch hooks and
STRATOS® rope
puck.

STRATOS® Winch
Pro with Choker

Chains: STRATOS® 
Winch Pro with one

STRATOS® Easyglide
twitch hook and 
STRATOS® VGE 
Winch Pro end 

bond.

STRATOS® Winch Pro with choker
chains: STRATOS® Winch Pro with 
VGE Winch Pro end bond, two STRATOS® 
Easyglide twitch hooks and one GBG-V 
Chain Lug.

Recommendation:
  The use of the central 
mounting point of the VGE 
Winch Pro End Bond causes 
the line of pull in the system 
to be as straight as possible, 
which can significantly 
increase the rope‘s useful life.

  Fasten the heaviest tree to 
the mounting point of the 
VGE Winch Pro. To enhance 
safety within the system, 
connect (at least) one other 
tree to the STRATOS® 
Easyglide twitch hook.

Straight-line pull =  
lowest possible deflec-
tion of hauling rope in
the area of the twitch
hooks.

STRATOS® Winch
Light with Choker
Chains: STRATOS®

Winch Light with
two Log Slide twitch
hooks and one
STRATOS® splice
end bond.

STRATOS® Winch 
Light with Choker
Chains: STRATOS®

Winch Light with two 
Log Slide twitch
hooks and one
STRATOS®

rope puck.
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TWITCH HOOKS
STRATOS®

    

STRATOS® Easyglide is the cutting-edge twitch hook par excellence from TEUFELBERGER. 

It impresses us with its low weight accomplished by using high-strength plastic material and 

a rope sling made of Dyneema® material. Compared to other commercially available twitch 

hooks, STRATOS® easyglide provides a large entrance radius which prevents any push-off of 

the winch rope by the choker. As a consequence, the main cause of ruptured synthetic ropes 

is now a thing of the past. STRATOS® Easyglide can be used for 8 mm choker chains on all 

STRATOS® winch ropes. Its individual components are available separately as shown above. It 

is suited for use with any STRATOS® winch rope. Total weight: 0.75 kg (twitch hook, loop, and 

chain guide), diameter: 100 mm, width: 60 mm

   LOG SLIDE TWITCH HOOK 

Log Slide, the best steel rope twitch hook for all STRATOS® winch ropes. This twitch hook 

offers a large entrance radius for the inserted synthetic fiber rope, thus prolonging its 

useful life. It can be used with steel wire and synthetic ropes in combination with a Connex 

Connector. Suitable for use with any STRATOS® winch rope.  

Weight: 1.0 kg

   GO 10 TWITCH HOOK 

The GO 10 (Pewag) Twitch Hook is suited for winching operations with choker ropes (made of 

synthetic material or steel). The GO 10 Twitch Hook is used for winch ropes having diameters 

up to 17 mm. 

Weight: 0.73 kg, opening width for winch rope: up to 17 mm

   TWITCH HOOKS 

In winching operations, the Twitch Hooks made by Esco is used where steel rope chokers with 

nipples are available. Twitch Hooks are used for winch ropes of diameters 20 mm and above 

Weight: 0.9 kg, opening width for winch rope: 20 mm and above

   STRATOS® EASYGLIDE – TWITCH HOOK OF HIGH-STRENGTH PLASTIC MATERIAL
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   TEUFELBERGER CHAIN LUG 

TEUFELBERGER‘s Chain Lug was designed specifically for use with TEUFELBERGER‘s  

Easyglide and Log Slide products. The Chain Lug is suited for use with choker chains up 

to 8mm. Weight: 0.4 kg, max. opening width for chains: 7 mm & 8 mm

   GBG-V CHAIN LUG 

The GBG-V (Pewag) Chain Lug is used in combination with TEUFELBERGER‘s end bond. The 

combination of these two elements ensures that in winching operations the line of pull on the 

winch rope will be as straight as possible. This helps counteract any problems of the winch 

rope being forced off due to great deflection angles of the twitch hooks.  

Weight:       0.33 kg  0.77 kg 

Max. opening width for chains:      8 mm  10 mm

   CONNEX CONNECTOR 

The Connex Connector is used to establish the connection between Log Slide and your  

choker rope. 

Weight: 0.33 kg, acceptable traction force: 8.000 daN

   STRATOS® CHOKER 

For the rugged use demanded of a choker rope, TEUFELBERGER has come up with a light-

weight and durable solution. The proven design of the STRATOS® Winch Pro rope, combined 

with high-strength stitchings and a special connection nipple, becomes the STRATOS® Choker 

rope. This rope is specifically designed for great user friendliness and high abrasion resistance. 

The nipple can be used together with the GO 10 and Twitch Hooks twitch hooks. For on-the-

ground winching jobs on winches with capacities of up to 6 tons. 

Rope diameter: 17 mm, Total weight: 1.8 / 1.9 / 2.0 kg,  

acceptable traction force: 6,000 daN, length: 1.5 / 2.0 / 2.5 m



Distributor of STRATOS® in Austria,

Germany, Switzerland and Italy: 

TEUFELBERGER Seil Ges.m.b.H.

Böhmerwaldstraße 20, 4600 Wels, Austria

T +43 7242-615-0

F +43 7242-60501

E wirerope@teufelberger.com

Distributor of STRATOS® for all

other countries:

 

TEUFELBERGER Fiber Rope GmbH.

Vogelweiderstraße 50, 4600 Wels, Austria

T +43 7242-413-0

F +43 7242-413-169

E fiberrope@teufelberger.com

www.teufelberger.com
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